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10 years of hard work has finally paid off! zeus: master of olympus is finally here, ready to unleash its mighty 30 missions as the greatest city-building game
on the planet. create your own cities and kingdom from four unique environments: athens, egypt, stone age europa and 2,500 bc atlantis and take control of
some of the most notable factions in history (such as the spartans, romans, mayans, khmer and celtic tribes) and their avatars. from ancient civilizations to

the most extreme fringes of the desert, your neighbours will try to stop you as you rule the land and its people. the master of olympus is about to unleash 30
brand new, challenging, and exciting missions that change the course of history. face new types of enemies, enjoy amazing visual effects and customize your
buildings to meet your desires. you will be able to rule your city like a god in this land-builder that has never been available on mobile before. the master of
olympus is the first city-builder in the world that is customizable to your wish and that rewards you with thousands of combinations of buildings and changes
in the campaign. zeus will once again become your hero to save athens. he'll have to defeat new enemies in a brand new adventure to complete the mythic

quests of the most important heroes of mythology. --discover a new planet on foot. start your own city, raise your own army, and become the greatest hero in
the world. in the game: new environments: 4 worlds for the player to build their city.. the city-builder game that changes the course of history. the masters of

olympus. the most important characters of the ionian and greek mythology: zeus, athena, heracles, kratos, pegasus, bellerophon, perseus and apollo.
incredible, animated visual effects, with powerful characters who speak in their own voice, as well as sounds from the most famous songs of the greek and

roman mythology. the greek legends and mythology of ionia and the mediterranean. you'll be able to meet the most important characters of greek
mythology: zeus, athena, heracles, kratos, pegasus, bellerophon, perseus, and apollo. zeus: masters of olympus! create a unique, customizable city with the 4
most important environments of the greek and roman mythology: athens, ancient egypt, stone age europa and 2,500 bc atlantis. to aid your goals, use four

different factions: the spartans, romans, mayans and celts. these people will be determined to stop you, whether they're white or black. to defeat them, you'll
need their help. as the god of the gods, zeus, it's your duty to free them from their slavery. will you achieve it? help the people of greece, rome, asia minor,
and egypt--one of the first cities in history--to develop their own culture and civilization. the legendary city builder. zeus: masters of olympus. build your own
city. your own army. your own destiny! zeus: masters of olympus will change the course of history and save the greeks. one of the first city-builders available

on mobile that can be customized to your wish! over 60 hours of gameplay, 15 cities to build. play the masters of olympus campaign. includes twelve 3d
environments. improve your skills with the brand new franchise management mode: create your own story and manage the city of your dreams.
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